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DRAFT PEOGEAME OF WORK MS PRIORITIES

FOR THE BMOFItfM l$6l-68

Further to the detailed proposals presented in document

E/aEU14/36o/Rev*l in respect of a work programme for the

1967-68? the attached outline of the scope and programme of work

in the Agricultural Sector is. circulated herewith,

As indioated in the Executive Secretary's Introductory Kote

to the Draft Work Programme, the Agricultural Sec*or: is to be one

of the priority areas for activities during the "biennium 1967-68*

M66-1806
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, Outline: of the1 Scope .and Programme of Work la the Agricultural ■. .

Sector, to be undertaken in. line--with .the strategy of the , .

Economic Commission for Africa to promote :

eoonomic co-operaision at sub-regional level . .

The population of the African region is growing at an estimated

rate of. 2.6 per annum, and, in absolute terms,, it is.estimated to

increase from about 280 million now to over 600 million by the end

of this century. Over 40 per cent of this population is under

fifteen years of age compared with about 2> per cent in the industrially

advanced countries*

■;T.he. region is still predominantly dependent on agriculture and

although its export performances with little technological and socio-

logical change3 kas been remarkable, the history of Africa*s efforts

to feed herself i disquietening,.. It is on record that in I964-65

total, food production barely kept pace with the population growth.

It "is.'also, estimated that in 1965-66 there will be a reduction in* -■' '

total agricultural production both in absolute and per capita terms*

The consequences of this state of affairs would include the

persistence of malnutrition, high infant mortality rates, the utiliza

tion .of .scarce foreign exchange on imports of food which Africa

should be able to provide for herself, and a general rise in the

level of' cost of'living for the low- and middle-income groups,

particularly in urban areas. ■. '■-.:..

To. these problems must "be added the' steady flow 'of immigrants

from rural to urban centres associated with growing urban unemploy

ment, social"distress and political instability.

■.The. prospects of arresting these dangerous trends are "small-"

for as long as a fully developed strategy for the transformation of-

the agricultural sector in'Africa is-'not worked out and implemented.

The BOA is of the view, after consultations with'FAO, that a

long-term str&'t-egy for a massive and scientific assault on the problem
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at this;"critical stage is" essential* The

sion realises-that the transformation of -agriculture is intimately

tied up with the accelerated development of industry? in a region

in -which "between- 70-to 80 per "cent of the population is rural, in

dustrial, development will "be severely limited without promoting the

mass markets required for a modern industrial sector. The secre

tariat considers that more, intensive and carefully designed steps

are required to stimulate the rural sector in order to arrest the

worsening of the urban unemployment problem,

Finally, it is obvious that this transformation, cannot he

carried out without a considerable enlargement of African skilled

manpower. An integrated programme of studies and research is neoessary

to &&tei«ni^~the-3^uiyeiiients for the optimum utilization of scarce

yesoujwes So as to effect an increase in productivity and production

and the exchange of products within the region.

The secretariat j in putting forward the Outline annexed to this

Hote* does not intend that needs which can be fulfilled in ih& ©hoxt

run should "be neglected bat expects that their solution will be

designed in such a way as to fit into the framework proposed.

The secretariat also envisages that as the studies pxoposed

progress and1feasible projects are indicateds no time should be lost

in refining them for implementation.

The operational implication, in this connexion, in a series of

projects emerging from a comprehensive and scientifically designed

attack on agricultural transformation in Africa, the projects being

pushed, forward as soon as their feasibility is determined,

It is hoped that full support will be obtained from international

and bilateral agencies, and the FAO World Indicative Plan Programme,

tfc$ FAO/IBKD Programme, for the financing of agricultural development.

It is suggested that this Programme should, in broad outline,

pover the following s
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■■I. Study■ of ' the present situation of local demand for each of the

produots indicated each of the countries .of the sub-region,

■ - and'of external' demand particularly in markets of the countries

■ neighbouring the sub-region^ ■ .

II. Study of the projected internal,and_egcterna 1 demand for each of

the products indicated in 1975 and 1985*

III. Examination of the present supply situation for each of .the

products indicated in terms ofs

(a) Quantities produced locally in each country^

' (b) Quantities and values of exports and destinations!

(c) Quantities and values of imports and sources^,

(d) Inter-eubregional trade pattern,,

IV. Study.in, each country of the extent to -which current production meets

current internal and external demand for each productj and examina

tion of the extent to which current total production of each

commodity in the sub-region meets total current internal and

external demand for the sub-regionc

V. Study of the present production pattern to ascertain, in currently

operating production unitss

(a) Whether production of each commodity is taking place

under optimum environmental conditions!

(b) Whether in case production is taking place under optimum

environmental conditions, the environmental conditions

and the factors of production used are fully utilized

. for production of the plant and animal products indicated!

(c) Evaluation of comparative advantages of producing various

products under various environmental conditions.
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This study will entail a critical examination of currently

producing units from the points of view of the physical' resources

of soils, hydrology and olimate, of the human resources of labour,

unskilled and skilled manpower, management requirements, financing

requirementss institutional requirements and of the economics of

production of the commodities indicated,, and will essentially

cover studies ofs .

1, th© quantitative extent and physical and chemical qualities

of soil and irrigation water used, and of climate-logical

data of rainfalls temperature and humidity?

2; techni-oal^scxen-tific-datarelating to optimum yields of

various commodities'obtained under optimum production

techniques of appropriate cultivation practices, use of

: ■ . ■ modern input factors, harvesting and handling of produce

from the point of harvesting to the point of consumption

02? exportf

3, "economic data relating to returns to be expected from

optimum employment of economic factors of production under

the optimum environmental conditions,

VI. In the light of studies to be made under V. above:

(a) appraise physical and economic productivity of currently

operating production schemes or units % .

(b) where productivity is below optimum, define factors con-

■ tributing to low productivity.

This will entail examination of*

1. Food supplies and dietary standards amongst producers^

2; Cultivation practices in producing units of both the modern,

'and the traditional subsistence sectors5

3* The size of production units, and security of tenure; .
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4. Adequacy of research, and availability of technical knowledge

and information!

5. Extent to which available technical knowledge and information

are being applied^

6i Adequacy of pest and disease control services^

7» , Adequacy of extension services?

8. Adequacy of labour, skilled and otherwise!

9* Adequacy of financing and credit facilities!

10i' Adequacy of marketing services and related marketing functions

of transport5 storage9 grading and processing!

11. Prices? returns and economic incentives to producers?

Arising out of examinations of the aspects under VI. (b)

above, examination of corrective measures? necessary to effect

optimum productivity of currently producing units, and trans

formation of subsistence farming to modern commercial farming.

VII. Taking into account feasibilities of adopting the necessary cor

rective measures, short- and long-term possible effectiveness

of such measuresj and expected maximum productivity of currently

operating production units, examine the extent to which maximum

production from these units may meet current, and projected,

sub-regional internal demand in 1975 and 1985.

VIII.Where estimated maximum realizable production from currently

operating production units falls short of current, and projected,

internal and external demand in the sub-region in 1975 and 19859

examine s

(a) Feasibility (economic, social, political, etc) and effects

of shifting existing committed resources from .one use or

product to those for which a country (ies) has a better

comparative advantage•
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(b) Possibilities of further developing undeveloped resources

in each country of the sub-regions with special emphasis

ons -

(i) Selection of regions affording the best environmental

conditions for producing, the products indicated in

each country of the sub-region§

(ii) Within the regions selected^ selection of areas -which

are practically easiest3 and economically least expen

sive to develop.

These studies will entail examination of data relating to

soil quality hydrology and climate, and will probably demand

undertaking check-up work .of soil and hydrological surveys,

inhere data does not exist? or existing data is not sufficient

It will also cover economic and feasibility studies of projects

for development of required production of the commodities

indicated*

EC. In the light of studies of possibilities of maximizing production

on currently operating production schemes,■ and of possibilities

of further economic development of undeveloped resources to

produce sufficient in. total to meet current and projected

internal and external demand? undertakes

(a) ESYi£2Lii£iLJ2Ji^
countries of the sub-region to ascertain the technical

feasibility and economic soundness of development projects

proposed therein and the extent to which they are likely

to meet the requirements of increased production,,

(b) . where country development plans fall short of the require

ments 3 j3^&gj|tjm££i^

projects as may appear to merit readjustment to meet the

requirements.
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(o) identify alternative and/or-additional new projeots to be

designed to produce enough to meet*

(i) The short-term internal and external demand for food

and other agricultural products* Special emphasis

must "be laid on projects providing employment for

rural population, ..yielding economic-returns to

v agricultural producers in the shortest possible

. ' . '■ ■:. .ti'mej and leading the, way to. .transformation of

.subsistence farming to commercial agriculture?

(,ii) £he long-term pro.ieoted internal and external demand

for the products indicated, and with special reference

■ " to import substitution at the.sub-regional levelf and

production of surpluses for export - leading the way

. to full development of the agricultural sector of the

economy of the sub-region.

X, Examination of possible lines of sub-regional co-operation ins

(a) Co—ordination of agricultural policies, and allocation

"between countries of the sub-region of projects proposed

with a view to each country specializing in production of

commodities which its environmental and practical possi

bilities make it technically and economically most feasible

for it toi produce.

(b) Facilitating means of intra-subregional3 and co-ordination

of policies of external trade in the commodities which the

sub-region produces,

XIf Making recommendations to Ministerial Committees co-ordinating

the policies of economic co-operation in the sub-region on

implementation procedures. The recommendations to be made must

cover s

(a) indications of priorities of agricultural and agro-industrial

projects to be undertaken by each country*
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(b) a technical and.economic analysis of each project to .

indicates

(i) Agronomic requirements of soil quality, irrigation

needs, suitabilities of climate and production

techniquesj .. ■ ■ ...

(ii) Engineering requirements of irrigation systems and

vorks, location of dams or water lifting plant,

agricultural machinery for land preparation, tillage,

harvesting and post-harvesting treatment!

(iii) AgrioulturallSe3rvioes-:Organi,5iation and analysis of

administrative, managerial and technical manpower

requirements °, ■

(iv) - Institutional Services of extension, credit, and

marketing organizations

(v) Capital and operating costs estimates and investment

requirements, giving local and foreign exchange

requirementsj

., (vi) Possible sources of financings

;,- • (vii) Preliminary plans of implementation.
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■ . 20 August 1966

o.f'.i; Mr. Philippe de Seynes

Dear Dr. Sen,

We are now in the throes of preparing the ¥ork Programme for the

1967-68 bieaniusu We have been analyzing previous work programmes?

resolutions and recommendations of the various bodies of the Commis-

sion, and action which it has been possible to take* We have come to

the conclusion that the Joint Division has very little %q show for its

existence.

In Hairobi, the Commission was criticized and recently, in Geneva

during BCOSOC, the French representative criticized all the regional

oommieeiDiis-f-or-negleo-bing agriculture. Mr. Terver, in his reply to

the remarks of the French.delegate, referred to the ver^ close rela

tions between ECA and FAO in this field. The regional commissions

and FAO share a joint fate ands therefore, a joint accountability for

agriculture, irrespective of how responsibility for it has been

allotted*-

In my discussions with Mr. Habashi he has produced an outline

(copy attached) which seems to provide a basis for a realistic approach

to agriculture in this region. He has drawn on FAO experience his &vm exper

ience in Sudan, and his ideas of what is needed. I have &iven serious considera

tion to Ms outline and decided to support it. 3h fact, I-have used it in

evaluating this work programme which I also enclose.

I am very grateful for the decision to allow Chief JUcin Deko to

come to Addis Ababa to join in the consideration of the work programme*

We have begun to receive comments on the preliminary draft from some of

the substantive divisions in Rome,

Dr. BaR. Sen

Director-Genera1

Food and Agriculture Organization

via Delle Terme di Caracalla

ROME, Italy

cc* Chief Akin Deko

Mr* W. Habashi
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. I -write to you now "because I feel that agriculture in Africa

should "be considered a joint endeavour undertaken by. FAO and EGA and

it is this principle that should govern the examination of proposals

set out in the ECA/FAO.Joint Division programme.

I hope I shall have an opportunity to exchange views with you

before the next biennial session of the Commission.

Yours'sincerely,

Robert K.A, Gardiner

Executive Secretary
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31 August 1966

Dear Mr. Gardiner?

Thank you for your letter of 20 August and the attached materials

concerning the agricultural portions of your work programme for 1967/68,

especially the proposals for our ECA/faO Joint Division.

I am asking my staff, especially Messrs* Server and Mekki Abbas, to

have these materials analyzed and we shall in due time send you our

detailed comments and recommendations* Meanwhile, I have gone through

the proposed "Babaehi" outline of the scope and programme "to be under

taken in line with the strategy of the ECA to promote economic co

operation at sub-regional level".

It is an excellent outline or statement of objectives which covers

not only what may be done within the availability of resources of the

EJCA but also a very large portion of the FAO regular programme,

especially our development of the Indicative World Plan. This will, of

course, have to be borne in mind. I am sure we both want to see that

our activities, limited as they must be by our available resources, are

so planned as to complement each other most effectively. In this con

nexion, I am glad that you felt Akin Deko's visit was worthwhile. I

also have a note from Akin Deko to the effect that he felt the discus

sions were most useful.

Yours sincerely,

B.E. Sen

Director-General




